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Abstract: The problem to be addressed by this study is the dynamic of housing opportunities for single international graduate students. Specifically, this study will examine the criteria single international graduate students would use to narrow down their housing options as they search for the appropriate living accommodation fit their needs as they enroll in the U.S. higher education institutions. Furthermore, one of the related questions will be addressed in this study is whether the current housing opportunities offered by higher education institutions are sufficient to satisfy the needs of single international graduate students. Another relevant question surfaced in this study is what elements are deemed significant to single international graduate students as they search for living accommodation.

Initial Exercises:

Question:

Plan: February 23 to March 16: look for sources to complete the literature review, design the structure and format of the interview

March 17 to April 13: find interviewees, conduct interviews, and transcribe/organize all the collected data

April 14 to May 11: code/analyze the data, apply the findings to the questions of the study, finish the research paper